Borderline personality disorder in adolescents: prevalence, diagnosis, and treatment strategies
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Abstract: Using the same Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, fifth version (DSM-V) criteria as in adults, borderline personality disorder (BPD) in adolescents is defined as a 1-year pattern of immature personality development with disturbances in at least five of the following domains: efforts to avoid abandonment, unstable interpersonal relationships, identity disturbance, impulsivity, suicidal and self-mutilating behaviors, affective instability, chronic feelings of emptiness, inappropriate intense anger, and stress-related paranoid ideation. BPD can be reliably diagnosed in adolescents as young as 11 years. The available epidemiological studies suggest that the prevalence of BPD in the general population of adolescents is around 3%. The clinical prevalence of BPD ranges from 11% in adolescents consulting at an outpatient clinic to 78% in suicidal adolescents attending an emergency department. The diagnostic procedure is based on a clinical assessment with respect to developmental milestones and the interpersonal context. The key diagnostic criterion is the 1-year duration of symptoms. Standardized, clinician-rated instruments are available for guiding this assessment (eg, the Diagnostic Interview for Borderlines-Revised and the Childhood Interview for DSM-IV-TR BPD). The assessment should include an evaluation of the suicidal risk. Differential diagnosis is a particular challenge, given the high frequency of mixed presentations and comorbidities. With respect to clinical and epidemiological studies, externalizing disorders in childhood constitute a risk factor for developing BPD in early adolescence, whereas adolescent depressive disorders are predictive of BPD in adulthood. The treatment of adolescents with BPD requires commitment from the parents, a cohesive medical team, and a coherent treatment schedule. With regard to evidence-based medicine, psychopharmacological treatment is not recommended and, if ultimately required, should be limited to second-generation antipsychotics. Supportive psychotherapy is the most commonly available first-line treatment. Randomized controlled trials have provided evidence in favor of the use of specific, manualized psychotherapies (dialectic-behavioral therapy, cognitive analytic therapy, and mentalization-based therapy).
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Introduction

The clinical existence of borderline personality disorder (BPD) in adolescence has long been debated. However, the disorder has now been better ascertained, and the evidence justifies the diagnosis and management of BPD in adolescents.1–3 BPD comprises an interiorized component (identity disturbance, stress-related paranoid ideation, chronic feelings of emptiness, and efforts to avoid abandonment), an emotional component (affective instability and inappropriate, intense anger), and an externalized component...
(impulsivity, suicidal and self-mutilating behaviors, and interpersonal relationships instability)\(^4\) (Table 1). In fact, the affective instability corresponds to hypervigilance and affective hyperreactivity. It manifests itself as a markedly unstable emotional state that depends on the subject’s environment, interactions, and the responses elicited by the subject’s requests and behaviors. Affective instability may be the key factor in adolescents treated as outpatients,\(^4\) whereas the identity disturbance may be the most important factor in hospitalized adolescents, ie, those suffering from the most severe forms of BPD.\(^5\) The clinical presentation as a whole is marked by instability. The intensity and duration of the symptoms fluctuate as a function of the affective context and the degree to which the situation is experienced as stressful by the adolescent.

As described notably in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, fifth version (DSM-V),\(^6\) the concept of BPD translates the broader psychoanalytic concept of a borderline personality organization (BPO, referred to as an “état limite” (borderline state) by French-speaking authors) into observable, semiological criteria. Hence, BPD is one of a broader variety of personality disorders through which a BPO can be symptomatically expressed.\(^1,7\) Historically, the BPD construct was derived from psychoanalytical work; however, it has been examined from neuroscientific and genetic standpoints for more than a decade now.\(^8\)

Several studies have screened adolescents for the cognitive and neuronal correlates of BPD observed in adults. With regard to information processing, the tendency to negatively interpret neutral or ambiguous facial emotions in others is not observed in the adolescent; this might only be a feature of the most severe forms or might arise later in the development of BPD. In neuronal terms, hyperactivity of the amygdala and hippocampus has been observed not only in adolescents with repeated self-injury and depression\(^9\) but also in nondepressed adolescent females with BPD.\(^10\) Exposure to environmental stressors modifies the activation of these amygdala networks. With regard to hyperactivity of the amygdala, research has highlighted patterns of reactivity to stressors, with hyper-reactivity of the corticotropic axis and then the development of hypo-reactivity (when the exposure to stressors becomes chronic) or the maintenance of hyper-reactivity when BPD is combined with depression.\(^11\) The activity of these neuronal networks (and notably that of the amygdala networks) is determined not only by environmental stressors but also by genetic vulnerability factors. Several candidate genetic factors have been explored, including the serotonin-transporter-linked polymorphic region (5-HTTLPR) and the NR3CI gene encoding the glucocorticoid receptor.\(^12\) Adversity in early life (maltreatment, in particular) modifies the neuronal and cognitive processes underlying the stress response via epigenetic mechanisms.\(^13\)

The relationships between these mechanisms and vulnerability factors (both genetic and environmental) must be considered from a developmental perspective. These relationships are bidirectional and fluctuating, since they strengthen or weaken as the adolescent interacts with his/her family and peers.\(^14\) Early adversity, maltreatment, and maternal separation are associated with BPD.\(^2,15\) These early risk factors disrupt attachment, which in turn produces psychopathologic conditions such as BPD.\(^16\) In a family environment marked by early relationship instability, maltreatment, the absence of emotion-containing parenting,\(^17\) and disorganized attachment, the youngster’s progression depends on his/her ability to build a coherent self-image. In fact, the persistence of a disorganized attachment style prevents the development of mentalization abilities.\(^18\) The child cannot pull together the succession of emotions experienced with his/her family and friends into a single, coherent image. Parental figures do not constitute internal objects (in the psychodynamic sense) that contribute to the youngster’s psychological development.

On the psychological level, a BPO, as defined within a psychodynamically oriented perspective, results from the failure to interiorize and identify with reassuring, emotion-containing, and structure-giving objects – leaving the adolescent confronted with nonsense, emptiness, and his/her internal destructiveness.\(^17\) Psychological functioning is organized around a permanently unstable relationship with objects (rather than internal conflict), repeating the early confrontation with absent, unpredictable, or maltreating external objects. This translates into identity disturbance (a DSM-V criterion). The adolescent feels very different and lacks coherence at certain times and in certain life situations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 Shortened list of criteria for borderline personality disorder, according to DSM-5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Abandonment avoidance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Interpersonal relationships instability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Identity disturbance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Impulsivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Suicidal and self-harm behaviors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Affective instability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Chronic feeling of emptiness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Inappropriate intense anger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Stress-related paranoid ideation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: APA, 2013.\(^8\) Abbreviation: DSM-5, Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, fifth version.
When interacting with others, the adolescent does not adequately perceive the boundary between his/her own ideas and emotions and those of other people. These observations from the field of clinical psychodynamics have recently been operationalized (in adult BPD) into research studies of metacognitive capacities. To the best of our knowledge, this type of study has not yet been performed in the adolescent.

In summary, research evidence from the biological, psychological, and social domains supports a stress-diathesis model of BPD. In turn, understanding an adolescent’s clinical situation with regard to this model results in a more appropriate management and treatment plan for BPD.

Prevalence

A number of large epidemiological studies (based on national registries) have documented the current increase in reports of BPD – including those in adolescents. A Danish study found that the incidence of BPD in females aged 15 years or over increased linearly from 1970 to 2009. A Canadian study of diagnostic information collected through the public health insurance system found a steady increase in the incidence of BPD in 14- to 17-year-old girls between 2000 and 2012. These studies captured data on individuals having received care in the public hospital system but excluded the least impaired cases (eg, those having received care in the private sector) and the most severely impaired cases (eg, those who ended up in detention without receiving care). It is important to note that these studies highlight the diminishing reluctance of clinicians to diagnose BPD in adolescents, since the work was based on diagnostic data recorded by the adolescent’s treating physicians.

Prevalence studies have also been conducted in various clinical populations, regardless of the institutions’ public or private sector status. Although the clinical samples are heterogeneous, one observes an increase in the prevalence of BPD with the severity of the clinical picture and the type of psychiatric care received: 11% in outpatient adolescents, between 19% and 53% in hospitalized adolescents, 62% in hospitalized suicidal adolescents, and 78% in adolescents attending the emergency department for suicidal behaviors.

There are few studies of BPD in the general population, and even fewer in adolescents. The various epidemiological studies of the general population differ significantly with regard to the number of DSM criteria required, the catchment area, and the composition of the study sample. The first study of a randomly selected sample of 733 American youngsters aged 9–19 years applied two severity thresholds, depending on the number of symptoms present. For severe BPD, the study found prevalences of 2.8% in boys and 3.8% in girls aged 11–14 years. For moderate BPD, the values were 8.3% in boys and 11.5% in girls. A later study of a representative sample in the same catchment area observed a markedly lower prevalence (0.9%) at 14 and 16 years of age. Several estimate thresholds were tested in a Canadian study of a representative community-based sample of 799 adolescents aged between 12 and 14 years. Along with the DSM criteria, a criterion for impairment on the Columbia Impairment Scale (CIS) was added, providing several different severity thresholds. The prevalence rates for the sample as a whole ranged from 6.3% without the additional CIS criterion to 3.2% with the highest CIS threshold. When considering the most impaired adolescents within the whole sample, the prevalence was 2.6% for males and 3.9% for females. Within the most severely impaired adolescents, the prevalence was 1.3% for the youngest group (12 years of age). A French study using a threshold of 8 in the Diagnostic Interview for Borderlines-Revised (DIB-R) and a random sample of 14-year-olds reported a prevalence of 11% in boys and 26% in girls. As discussed later, this strikingly high prevalence could be partly explained by the absence of additional impairment criterion. The most recent study (performed in the UK) found much the same values as Bernstein et al in a cohort of 6,330 11-year-olds (2.8% in boys, 3.6% in girls, and 3.2% for the study sample as a whole). Last, a study of adolescents in Hong Kong reported a prevalence of 2%. The first conclusion that can be drawn from the results of these population studies is that the prevalence values differ markedly from one study to another (eg, values of between 0.9% and 26% in adolescents aged 14 years) or when comparing studies performed in the same catchment area (from 0.9% to a range of 2.8%–11.5%). The epidemiological objective, the diagnostic instruments used (which were nevertheless relatively homogeneous), and, above all, the algorithm used to determine the severity thresholds and the prevalence values contribute to these disparities. For example, Johnson et al investigated the cumulative prevalence of BPD rather than the prevalence rates for each age range. Consequently, the algorithm computed not only the youth’s response at the age of 14 years but also the response assigned to the same individual 2 years later. Therefore, the value of 0.9% corresponded to individuals who retained a diagnosis of BPD throughout the assessments (ie, between 14 and 16 years of age). The estimation of prevalence depends not only on the number of diagnostic criteria fulfilled but also on whether additional criteria are added. For example, adding a severity
criterion strengthens an estimate’s validity. As in Bernstein et al.’s original study,31 many studies have used an intrinsic methodology to determine this threshold, eg, the number of diagnostic criteria present in addition to the number required to establish a diagnosis.38 However, the use of this type of intrinsic methodology means that the measurement of severity is not independent of the diagnostic measurement.39 On the contrary, the Canadian study33 used thresholds based on an impairment scale; this enabled independent measurements and fulfilled the DSM-V’s criterion C for personality disorders and criterion G of the alternative DSM-5 model.6 On the same lines, the absence of an additional impairment criterion may have contributed to the high prevalence rate (26%) observed in the school sample studied by Chabrol et al.35

Given that not all the studies systematically presented their estimations of prevalence by age and by gender, it is not always easy to determine the relative weights of these two factors in the observed interstudy differences. In the Canadian study,33 the prevalence rates increased with age; for the most severe cases, the prevalence rate ranged from 1.3% in the youngest (12-year-old) group to 4.5% for the oldest (14-year-old) group. Taken together, adolescents as young as 11 or 12 years were able to describe behaviors pertaining to BPD with enough accuracy for a diagnosis of BPD to be considered.

This is consistent with clinical observations.1 Although BPD has not been recognized in childhood, the clinical relevance of this diagnosis in adolescence is now well established. In keeping with these results, a sizeable proportion of adolescents (including some as young as 11 or 12) may continue to experience BPD in adulthood, with its associated negative outcomes and a high likelihood of not receiving timely, appropriate psychiatric care. Considering the prevalence rates observed among 11- and 12-year-old adolescents in the British and Canadian studies, respectively, prevention-focused interventions should target professionals dealing with adolescents (especially youth/social workers and school health staff) and provide them with information on borderline personality traits (BPTs) in early adolescence and how to identify them.

In summary, community-based studies have demonstrated that BPD can be identified in adolescents as young as 11 years.31,36 With regard to the available literature,31,33,36 a conservative prevalence estimate would be around 3% in the general population of adolescents. Clinical studies have yielded much higher and more variable prevalence rates, starting at 11% in organic personality disorder (OPD) samples23 and peaking at 78% in suicidal adolescents referred to the emergency department.29 Not all prevalence studies consistently reported on sex characteristics. Significantly higher prevalence for girls has been observed in one clinical study30 and three epidemiological studies.33,41,42

**Diagnosis**

On consultation, many adolescents (particularly those in an emergency or crisis situation) present with BPTs. When faced with a heterogeneous, unstable clinical profile, the challenge for the clinician is to detect the BPTs’ persistence over time, interactions during the individual and family interviews, and what is reported by the adolescent about the relationships with his/her peers at school, on social networks, and, potentially, in hospital. The diagnostic challenge is to detect the “duration” criterion (1 year for DSM-V®) and recurrent, abnormal functioning in several affective contexts. Another common presentation is nonsuicidal self-injury (NSSI). In recent studies, 58% of suicidal BPD adolescents reported NSSI,27 whereas 51.7% of female adolescents engaging in NSSI met criteria for BPD.43 Suicidal and NSSI behaviors should always prompt the clinician to screen for BPD. For the adolescent’s physician, the syndrome might also manifest itself as repeated somatic problems45 or as poor adherence to the treatment of somatic complaint.44 Even though a growing number of clinicians recognize the clinical existence of BPD in the adolescent, there is still much debate as to the most appropriate way of conceptualizing this disorder (ie, in categorical or dimensional terms) as a single-factor or multifactor entity.30,45 In routine clinical practice, many clinicians adopt a categorical approach and refer to the diagnostic categories given in international classifications, including the DSM-V®.6 However, several researchers have argued for an integrated developmental approach that takes account of both normal personality development and its anomalies.36 The clinician can therefore choose categorical or dimensional approaches for the diagnosis of BPD, together with a psychopathological approach for the identification of a BPO.

**The categorical approach**

In routine practice, the categorical approach refers to the DSM-V® diagnostic criteria (Table 1). The DSM-V® requires at least five of the criteria to be met. For a diagnosis of BPD, the traits must have been present for at least 1 year, and must be unchanging, inappropriate, and associated with a significant social or school-related impact or subjective suffering. Several validated instruments are available for this purpose: two clinician-rated interviews and three self-reporting tools are particularly popular.
Semi-structured clinical interviews

These instruments should only be used by clinicians with appropriate training.

The DIB-R semi-structured interview is extensively used in research on BPD in adolescents.47 It includes 22 statements describing clinical dimensions pertaining to BPD. These statements are grouped into four sections: affect, cognition, impulsiveness, and interpersonal relationships. The DIB-R takes 45 minutes to administer, and the scoring requires clinical judgment. The score can be processed as a total score (ie, a quantitative index of BPD traits) or a cut-off score for diagnosing BPD. In the original publication,47 the total score (k=0.71) was good. Using a cut-off score of 8, the DIB-R had a sensitivity of 0.82 and a specificity of 0.80 when compared with clinically derived psychiatric diagnoses.

The Childhood Interview for DSM-IV-TR Borderline Personality Disorder (CI-BPD) is a semi-structured interview that assesses BPD traits specifically in children and adolescents.48 It was derived from the borderline module of the Diagnostic Interview for Personality Disorders originally developed by Zanarini et al. The language was simplified, and certain forms of impulsivity were omitted. The CI-BPD’s internal consistency and interrater reliability coefficients demonstrated adequate reliability. Concurrent validity was tested against the Child Behavior Checklist.

Self-reports that can serve as a screening instrument

1. The Abbreviated Diagnostic Interview for Borderlines (Ab-DIB) is a 26-item self-report screening instrument for BPD derived from the DIB-R.49 It encompasses the impulsiveness, affect, and cognitive components of the BPD construct and takes 10 minutes to administer. The Ab-DIB’s psychometric properties were tested in suicidal adolescents. The internal consistencies and the test–retest intraclass correlation coefficients ranged from 0.80 to 0.86 and from 0.77 to 0.95, respectively. Concurrent validity was tested against the DIB-R. A receiver operating characteristic analysis yielded an area under the curve (AUC) of 0.87, indicating good diagnostic accuracy. The sensitivity was 0.88, and the specificity ranged from 0.82 to 0.73 (depending on the age range).

2. The brief (11-item) Borderline Personality Features Scale for Children (BPFSC-11) is a shortened version of the original BPFSC, which in turn was initially derived from the Personality Assessment Inventory used with adults.50 It takes less than 10 minutes to administer. The BPFSC-11 has been evaluated for construct validity in community and clinical samples of adolescents. Concurrent validity was tested against the CI-BPD, yielding an AUC of 0.80. The sensitivity was 0.74, and the specificity was 0.71.

3. The Dominic Interactive for Adolescents-Revised (DIA-R) is an interactive multimedia self-report screening for nine DSM-5 mental disorders (major depressive disorder [MDD], general anxiety disorder [AD], specific phobia, social phobia, obsessive compulsive disorder, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder [ADHD], oppositional defiant disorder [OD-CD], conduct disorder, and substance use disorder [SUD]), BPTs, and suicidality.51 It is available in French and English language versions, and takes 25 minutes to administer. The DIA-R’s reliability and validity have been evaluated in community and clinical samples, demonstrating adequate test–retest reliability and internal consistency. Concurrent validity was tested against the Schedule for Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia for School-Aged Children. The AUCs ranged from high (0.91–0.94) to moderate (0.71–0.87), suggesting adequate accuracy in the prediction of mental disorders (other than OCD, for which the AUC was 0.61). When compared with the aforementioned self-reports, the DIA-R usefully screens for mental disorders as well as BPTs.

Differential diagnosis is challenging in adolescents. Subjects presenting essentially with NSSI behaviors may constitute a distinct group. The combination of self-injury behaviors with the cognitive symptoms of BPD (notably persecution ideation in stressful situations) is suggestive of the presence of BPD. The differential diagnosis vs bipolar disorder is particularly difficult, in as much as the two pathologies have similar sets of symptoms, marked by affective instability and self-injury behaviors. Very few mood-related criteria differentiate between the two disorders in the adolescent; only a frequent switch between a depressed mood and an elevated mood will indicate bipolar disorder.52 The lack of discriminant clinical elements will prompt the clinician to rely on additional investigations, such as actigraphy. When compared with depressed adolescents with bipolar disorder, nondepressed adolescents with BPD displayed a shorter, more variable total sleep time.53

The dimensional approach

Although the discriminant, predictive validity of the categorical diagnosis of BPD has been established in the adolescent, several clinicians prefer to speak of personality traits rather
than a disorder. This school of thought prompted the introduction of an alternative *DSM-V* model for personality disorders, as a complement to the current categorical approach. The alternative BPD construct includes impairments in two or more of the following areas of personality functioning: identity, self-direction, empathy, and intimacy, and at least four pathological personality traits pertaining to negative affectivity, disinhibition, and antagonism. Identifying personality traits (rather than a disorder) is particularly appropriate when the clinician is uncertain of the symptoms' duration. Compared with the categorical approach, the dimensional diagnostic approach is more compatible with the many possible courses of the disorder. It therefore allows for a more open discussion of the prognosis with the adolescent and his/her parents.

**The psychopathological approach**

As a complement to the child psychiatry approach aimed at recording symptoms indicative of a diagnosis of BPD, a psychopathological evaluation can be used to explore the presence of a BPO with reference to the various domains of psychological functioning: the degree of identity integration, the level of defensive operations, and the capacity for reality testing. More generally, one situates the characteristic psychological functioning of BPO within the broad, diverse sets of psychological functioning and relationship patterns that coexist in the adolescent. The clinician identifies these aspects over the course of his/her interviews with the adolescent and the family, by analyzing the personal and family history of the adolescent, and, potentially, by relying on projective tests such as the Rorschach test, diagnostic psychodrama, and the “fairy tale of the ant” (a test exploring the youngster’s body image).

**Evaluation of the suicidal risk**

The high suicide rate associated with BPD should always prompt the clinician to explore the adolescent’s suicidal ideation. In fact, 68% of the adolescents admitted to an emergency department after a suicide attempt presented with BPD. Active suicidal ideation is found in 59% of adolescents with BPD, and NSSI is observed in 58%. In addition, clinical studies consistently reported a higher frequency of suicidal attempts in BPD adolescents in comparison with non-BPD adolescents. The clinical evaluation of an adolescent with BPD should always involve an assessment of suicidal and NSSI behavior. Clinicians can rely on standardized instruments to investigate past and present suicidal symptoms, such as the Columbia Suicide Severity Rating Scale. If the adolescent expresses suicidal ideation, the clinician has to evaluate the current suicidal risk by probing the following three domains: 1) risk factors and protective factors (family and peer adversity, stressful situations, social support, coping abilities, etc); 2) the degree of intent to act on suicidal thoughts and the plan (time, place, and method); and 3) access to a means of committing suicide, and the lethality of the planned method.

**Comorbidity**

All the clinical and epidemiological studies have emphasized the high frequency of comorbidities associated with BPD in the adolescent. The aforementioned epidemiological survey observed strong comorbidity with ADs and insomnia disorder, and very strong comorbidity with depressive disorders (DDs), ADHDS, and OD-CDs, with ORs ranging from 22 to 4. When an adolescent is referred to an outpatient clinic for psychological difficulties, the parents rarely report insomnia. However, objective sleep disturbances are noted when this factor is specifically studied in adolescents with BPD. Clinical studies often confirm these comorbidities, leaving clinical researchers with the challenging task of disentangling depression and BPD. Studies of nondepressed adolescents with BPD and BPD are distinct with regard to the diagnosis, suicidal risk, psychosocial correlates, and treatment efficacy. Clinical studies have highlighted two types of comorbidity: 1) true comorbidities, with the simultaneous but independent presence of a SUD or a DD and 2) integrated comorbidities, where BPD symptoms are intertwined with features of other *DSM-V* disorders, such as disruptive mood dysregulation disorder, unspecified ADHD, unspecified feeding or eating disorder, unspecified dissociative disorder, and a newly developed non-*DSM-V* diagnostic category referred to as disharmony.

In clinical terms, comorbidities complicate the management of BPD in adolescence. They increase the suicidal risk (including the refusal to treat a chronic, severe, life-threatening somatic disease) and generally accentuate the disease burden.

**The course of the disease, prevention, and prognosis**

Early adolescence is a period during which BPTs emerge within a complex clinical picture. The traits can either normalize or progress to BPD. This period is particularly delicate. Externalizing disorders in the preadolescent are
associated with the occurrence of BPD in adolescence, as evidenced by both clinical studies and studies of the general population. Some epidemiological studies have shown that affective instability can be one of the first symptoms to emerge.

In the general population, BPTs are moderately stable—just like other personality traits during adolescence, in fact. In contrast, the rank-order stability is strong, and so the most severely affected adolescents tend to remain symptomatic. This has been confirmed by clinical studies of suicidal cases of BPD; adolescents suffering from early onset, severe BPD are most at risk of seeing their disorder persist until adulthood.

From a developmental viewpoint, it is essential to consider comorbidities. In fact, the adolescent’s outcome will differ according to whether the BPD is isolated or is associated with other disorders. A substantial degree of association has been observed when considering early onset mental disorders and personality psychopathology throughout adolescence and early adulthood. Longitudinal studies of clinical populations have investigated the relationship between BPD and ADHD, including the time course of their development. In a population of male adolescent outpatients, ADHD and oppositional defiant disorder (ODD) were found to be the only childhood disorders predictive of BPD symptoms in adolescence. The results of community studies support this observation. In a Canadian normative community cohort, childhood ADHD was predictive of BPD symptoms in adolescence. The results of community studies support this observation. In a Canadian normative community cohort, childhood ADHD was predictive of BPD symptoms in adolescence. The results of community studies support this observation. In a Canadian normative community cohort, childhood ADHD was predictive of BPD symptoms in adolescence.

Few studies have provided estimates of long-term stability. In a small sample of adolescent females with OPD, Biskin et al reported that the majority of youngsters having developed BPD in early adolescence remitted within 4 years. In contrast, Greenfield et al observed that 76% of suicidal adolescent females with BPD remained symptomatic 4 years later.

Several clinical studies have provided insight into the symptom-related prognosis for BPD and the transition to adulthood. According to these clinical studies, unstable relationships and an unstable self-image or affective instability with peaks of anger or sadness might be associated with the persistence of BPD into adulthood. The comorbidities and the family’s contributions influence the progression of BPD. In studies of the general population, it has been found that the presence of BPD in the mother, an SUD in the father, mother–child conflicts, and depression or an SUD in the adolescent are associated with the persistence of BPD into adulthood. In clinical populations of adolescents, DDs and SUDs are associated with this persistence. The clinical studies have also shown that the early onset of BPD is linked to the persistence of the disorder into adulthood. It is noteworthy that in another study of an older community sample (14- to 18-year-old male and female adolescents), both externalizing and internalizing disorders in adolescence were associated with BPD symptoms in adulthood. However, multivariate analyses revealed that only the DDs and SUDs in adolescence predicted BPD in adulthood. Similar trajectories have been reported in clinical studies.

Taken as whole, these data indicate that the presence of externalizing disorders in childhood predicts BPD symptoms at the beginning of adolescence, whereas depression in adolescence predicts BPD in adulthood. Both externalizing and internalizing disorders were comorbidities in BPD in mid-adolescence. Thus, certain researchers have advocated that BPD should rather be viewed as resulting from “a confluence of internalizing and externalizing problems”. From a developmental perspective, one should be careful when children with ADHD or ODD switch to DD or display additional symptoms of DD in adolescence. Specific follow-up interventions should be provided to children and adolescents presenting with this developmental course.

**Therapeutic strategies**

Two general principles must be emphasized when considering the treatment of an adolescent with BPD. First, the treatment does not only correspond to the implementation of specific therapies but is also a management plan that relies on the therapists’ ability to work cooperatively for the patient’s benefit. Second, treatment requires commitment from the youngster and from the parents. The family definitively has a critical influence on treatment efficacy.

**Management**

Before initiating treatment, the therapist should obtain informed consent from both the youngster and his/her parent(s), in order to comply with the legislation and pave the way to a positive therapeutic alliance between the youngster, the parent(s), and the healthcare professionals. As with any therapeutic intervention in adolescent medicine, parental
involvement is critical. Considering the long duration of BPD and the unpredictability of its management, it is preferable to take the time to build a solid alliance with the youngster and his/her family, based on the provision of clear information about the pathology and its treatment, an evaluation of the adolescent’s level of commitment, and the establishment of realistic treatment objectives. Family interviews are thus an essential component of any therapeutic intervention. Integrated care programs that offer an opportunity to review therapeutic transactions as a team and to re-evaluate the treatment options from time to time are more effective than a therapeutic intervention by an individual therapist.\textsuperscript{2} Regardless of the patient’s status (ie, an outpatient or a partial or full inpatient), he/she must receive continuous, specialist care, with the management organized around outpatient consultations.

**Evidence-based pharmacotherapy**

It is important to determine the value of pharmacotherapy in the treatment plan. The Australian National Health and Medical Research Council\textsuperscript{69} and UK National Institute for Health and Care Excellence\textsuperscript{69} have reviewed the evidence from randomized controlled trials (RCTs). Both organizations recommended not prescribing psychotropic drugs in the treatment of BPD in adolescence.\textsuperscript{70} However, if the pharmacological approach must be used, it should be limited (according to the clinical trials evidence) to second generation antipsychotics.\textsuperscript{71} In the absence of high-quality evidence, selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors are not approved as treatments for BPD.

Second generation antipsychotics are useful adjuncts to psychological therapy in a suicide crisis\textsuperscript{68} and can be prescribed as anxiolytics in the short time. Benzodiazepines should never be prescribed. In the long term, a nonpharmacological approach is preferable. The associated disorders and comorbidities may justify medication. Insomnia (frequently associated with BPD but often undiagnosed and untreated) should prompt the practitioner to consider the use of melatonin – either a standard formulation or prolonged release, depending on the type of insomnia. Some case series have evidenced an improvement.\textsuperscript{88} Moreover, methylphenidate and selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors are indicated for true comorbidities (ADHD and DD, respectively).

**Psychotherapy**

Supportive psychotherapy (SP) is the most commonly available therapy worldwide. Since the pioneering studies on cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) in the early 2000s, much progress has been made on evaluating the efficacy of newly developed, specific psychotherapies.\textsuperscript{72} With regard to the therapeutic impact on BPTs and self-mutilating behavior, evidence-based data are available for several structured, manualized psychotherapies, including dialectic-behavioral therapy (DBT), cognitive analytic therapy (CAT), transference-focused therapy, and mentalization-based therapy (MBT).\textsuperscript{73}

**Supportive psychotherapy**

Less impaired adolescents deserve SP, which is a usually available psychotherapy. It can be easily combined with case management and crisis intervention. Supportive psychotherapy thus meets the basic treatment needs of most adolescents with BPTs. Based on a nonjudgmental, empathizing approach, SP seeks to develop a shared problem formulation and increase the patient’s levels of self-esteem and hope.\textsuperscript{74} The sessions can also include training in coping strategies.\textsuperscript{27,54} Supportive psychotherapy comprising weekly sessions with a case manager has been highlighted as a cost-effective means of addressing public health needs for BPD.\textsuperscript{75} In many countries, SP is most commonly used for BPD. Supportive psychotherapy has also been integrated into the diagnosis and early treatment of OPD in adolescents with BPTs.\textsuperscript{76} In fact, SP is the de facto first-line treatment for BPD. Off note, Gunderson has developed a structured management program which could be applied to BPD. The general (“good”) psychiatric management (GPM) includes individual case management-orientated therapy focusing on situational stressors and social adaptation; medication, and family and group interventions are added as needed.\textsuperscript{8} No RCT has been conducted yet in BPD adolescents to the best of our knowledge.

**Dialectic behavioral therapy**

DBT has been adapted for adolescents.\textsuperscript{77,78} Dialectic-behavioral therapy for adolescents (DBT-A) consists of a three times weekly, multimodal therapeutic program that includes individual psychotherapy, multifamily skills training groups, family meetings, telephone coaching for patients and family members, and supervision for therapists.\textsuperscript{78} The relevance of between-session contacts should be evaluated in regular team meetings.\textsuperscript{79}

Seventy-seven 15-year-old adolescents were enrolled in a 19-week RCT comparing DBT-A with treatment as usual (weekly psychodynamically oriented therapy or CBT).\textsuperscript{80} Both groups were receiving medication. The 1-year follow-up assessment demonstrated that DBT-A was associated with
a greater long-term reduction in self-mutilating behaviors, suicidal ideation, and depressive and borderline symptoms.80

Cognitive analytic therapy
CAT incorporates components of psychodynamic psychotherapy and CBT.70 Seventy-eight 15–18-year-old outpatient adolescents with BPTs were randomly allocated to either CAT or manualized good clinical care.81 Both treatments were equally effective at the 24-month follow-up assessment, although CAT was associated with more rapid improvement of internalizing and externalizing symptoms. A newly designed RCT in 15–25-year-old youngsters with BPD is underway.82

Mentalization-based therapy
Mentalization refers to the capacity to understand (and thus predict) mental states and behaviors in oneself and others.18,83 It belongs to the social cognition processes that a child usually develops over time. In the context of attachment theory, mentalization refers to the notion of “reflective function”, as defined by Fogy.18 The development of mentalization capacities relies on the quality of early parent–infant interactions.18 Adolescents with BPD displayed lower mentalization capacities than healthy controls.83 Two RCTs were recently conducted on MBT in adolescents (MBT-A). In the first study,84 eighty 12–17-year-old adolescents (85% female) with BPD (as assessed with the CI-BPD – mentioned earlier), self-mutilating behaviors, and self-reported depression were randomly allocated to either MBT-A or “treatment as usual” (TAU). The 1-year therapeutic program included weekly individual sessions and monthly family MBT. The results showed that MBT-A was more effective than TAU in reducing BPD symptoms, self-mutilation, and depression. The positive effect of MBT-A on self-mutilating behavior was mediated by an improvement in mentalization and attachment abilities. A second RCT is now underway, with a group MBT-A format.85 The full 1-year MBT-A program encompassed an additional group MBT module. The preliminary results (although in the absence of a control group) revealed a favorable pre-/posttreatment course, with improvements in borderline, depressive, and self-mutilation symptoms, and attachment and mentalization capacities.86

Cognitive remediation and rehabilitation
The metacognition impairments already documented in adults with BPD19 and the developmental delays in social cognition observed in adolescents with BPD54 argue in favor of cognitive remediation therapy. To the best of our knowledge, the putative efficacy of cognitive remediation in adolescents with BPD has not yet been studied. Even though adolescents with BPD do benefit from specific psychotherapy, a significant proportion of the individuals continue to experience functional impairment – thus justifying the use of cognitive rehabilitation. Promising results have been obtained in adults for both metacognitive87 and cognitive88 remediation.

Treatment planning
Drawing up a treatment plan with the adolescent and his/her parents and identifying drop-out factors are two essential components for therapeutic success.89 In order to avoid premature withdrawal from treatment, Desrosiers et al85 recommend that the therapist should clearly explain the rationale for treatment and clarify any false ideas concerning BPD, its outcomes, and its treatment. The nonpharmacological approach combines several themes into a clear, coherent treatment plan that is readily communicable to the adolescent and his/her parents:

1. Act on the suicide crisis. The prime objective is to ensure that the adolescent is safe (see previous section). Recurrence of suicidal ideation and behavior is prevented by acting not only on risk factors but also (and above all) on protective factors.90 After a suicide crisis, young people are followed up by phone and/or have a postemergency consultation.91 Adolescents who make suicide attempts should be given a safety plan, such as that developed by Stanley and Brown.92 Moreover, the therapist helps the adolescent to develop strategies for coping with stressors,27 his/her reasons to live, and his/her social support network.54

2. Act on the ongoing disorder and its impact. Supportive psychotherapy is the recommended first-line treatment, in as much as it is available at all psychiatric care services. According to the literature data, two forms of BPD-specific psychotherapy have been adapted for use with adolescents and tested in RCTs, with convincing efficacy results: DBT78 and MBT.84 The RCT on CAT evidenced more rapid remission but not a differential effect on the symptoms themselves.77 Transference-focused psychotherapy (a form of psychotherapy inspired by psychoanalysis) has also been adapted for use with adolescents, with a view to the future performance of an RCT.93

3. Act on persistence factors, by treating comorbidities, addictions, and depression, and by changing the disabling environment (ie, the interactions with not only parents but also with siblings and peers). By collaborating with school health staff and telemedicine services, the therapist...
can 1) help the youngster to return to school; 2) support other stakeholders at the school and in the social services; and 3) provide a tailored school program.

4. Act preventively on family risk factors. Targeted primary prevention for children whose parents suffer from a personality disorder or an SUD should be initiated, in collaboration with the adult psychiatry services. In girls, frequent consultations during childhood for attention problems or oppositional deviant behavior should alert the clinician on the risk of developing personality disorders in adolescence, and so be monitored with particular attention. Secondary prevention by screening for BPD among adolescents who have gone through a suicide crisis can potentially be based on game-like, computerized self-questionnaires such as the Dominic Interactive for Adolescents (see the previous section). Tertiary prevention will include patient education, sleep hygiene, better stress management, training in coping strategies, the prevention of suicidal relapse, a safety plan, and cognitive rehabilitation.

In the last 10 or so years, innovative forms of psychotherapy have been assessed in RCTs. The psychotherapeutic armamentarium has therefore expanded considerably. However, the current literature relates to nonspecific components found in several types of recommended therapies: structured and clinic-based therapeutic interventions, training in suicide management, multiple treatment modalities, and weekly supervision meetings. In order to select treatment components, one must consider parameters such as 1) the psychotherapist’s availability and willingness to treat; 2) the condition’s severity, comorbidity, suicidality, and addiction components; and 3) the adolescent’s level of motivation and parental support.
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